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Transit Costs Tool Can Help You Be More Knowledgeable about Alt Fuel Choices

• The Tool provides comparison of costs for various alternative fuel options in 
transit bus applications:
– Purchasing buses
– Building and operating fueling and maintenance facilities
– Performing bus maintenance
– Purchasing fuel 

• Estimates are provided for different types of costs
– Capital or “up-front” costs (buses and facilities)
– Operating costs (maintenance and fuel)

• The Tool also provides estimates for:
– Annualized costs, based on inputs the user provides about expectations of 

purchasing schedule and fleet size
– Breakdown of costs incurred at local and federal level
– Comparison of cash flow requirements for diesel and an alt fuel transit option

• The Tool enables users to customize all data inputs -- this is highly 
encouraged, because each transit agency has unique circumstances and 
operational issues / costs
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Origins of the Transit Costs 1.0 Tool

• Transit Costs 1.0* is developed from the FuelCost 1.0 tool written in 1998 for 
the Transit Cooperative Research Program, sponsored by the Federal Transit 
Administration

• FuelCost 1.0 was developed by ARCADIS Geraghty & Miller’s Transportation 
Technologies unit, under contract to National Academy of Sciences, 
Transportation Research Board (Transit Cooperative Research Program 
Contract C-8)

• This unit that developed FuelCost 1.0 became part of TIAX LLC in 2002

• Transit Costs 1.0 is an outgrowth of FuelCost 1.0, but is not associated with 
the National Academy of Sciences, Transportation Research Board or TCRP 
Contract C-8)

• In developing Transit Costs 1.0, TIAX has kept the general structure of 
FuelCost 1.0, to be useful for those already familiar with it
– Transit agencies continue to use FuelCost 1.0, with customized inputs to  

help them estimate costs

*Transit Costs 1.0 is an outgrowth of FuelCost 1.0 but it not associated with the TCRP program.
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Updates in Transit Costs 1.0 - Fuel Price Worksheet Example
• Fuel options have been updated to reflect current trends and interests in 

alternative fuels for transit fleets
– Added

- Biodiesel 20, Biodiesel 100
- Diesel Hybrid Electric

– Removed
- Methanol

• Inputs were reviewed and updated where necessary

Biodiesel 100 and Biodiesel 20
can be toggled in the analysis
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Tips for Using the Transit Costs 1.0 Tool

• The model is pre-loaded with default 
values for all parameters used to 
calculate the costs of various fuel 
options.  

• To perform a cost analysis, begin 
with the first five worksheets (i.e., 
those data worksheets with the five 
left-most sheet tabs), which are 
entitled General Inputs, Bus Data, 
Biodiesel Data, Fuel Price, Facilities, 
and Costs—Median.  

• Start with the General Inputs 
worksheet and work through the 
other four worksheets listed on the 
left. Look for the following items:
– Cells with Blue text: These cells allow user 

input, and initially contain default values.  
The user should replace any of these values 
with values that are appropriate for the 
particular transit fleet being evaluated.

– Cells with Grey background: These cells 
are initially blank.  The user can either 
leave these cells blank or enter a value 
appropriate for the particular transit fleet.

• The user can review the results of the 
cost analysis in four summary Cost 
and Cash Flow worksheets and six 
types of charts (the ten sheet tabs to 
the right of Facilities).
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Transit Costs 1.0 User Inputs: General Inputs Worksheet 

In this worksheet, user enters inputs specific to the transit fleet and can 
choose an alternative fuel for the cash-flow analysis

In this example, the user is 
evaluating the purchase of 10 buses
- approx. 42,000 miles per year avg
- expects 80% federal cost sharing 
- an interest in CNG
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Transit Costs 1.0 User Inputs: Bus Data Worksheet 

User provides information about current bus fleet, has option to enter 
information about expected procurement

1. User enters in the distribution 
of the current bus fleet by 
model year 2.  The model automatically 

calculates a default procurement
schedule based on 12 year life,
or the user can specify 
the procurement schedule, 
as shown in this example
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Transit Costs 1.0 User Optional Inputs: Facility Capital Costs 

User can accept default values for fueling facility costs and modification costs 
for maintenance facilities or can input information specific to the transit agency 

In this example, the transit
agency already has some
CNG fueling facilities, so minor
modifications are necessary.  A 
value of $50,000 is entered into the grey 
cell for user-specific data.  This value
will override the default data. 

The user decides to enter in $0 for 
maintenance facility modifications 
since the agency already has the 
facilities required for CNG buses

In this example, the resulting costs for 
the facility are $50,000
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Transit Costs 1.0 User Optional Inputs: Median Costs Worksheet

This worksheet calculates capital and operating costs.
User can accept default values for bus replacement costs and maintenance 
costs (per mile) or can input information specific to the transit agency 

In this example, the user accepts the 
default bus costs that will be used to
determine total costs.

No data is yet available for maintenance 
costs of fully commercial biodiesel and 
hybrid bus fleets.  As a result, the default 
cost is currently set equal to diesel. 
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Transit Costs 1.0 Results

Results are displayed in charts and worksheets.  Examples are provided on the 
following slides.

1. Annualized Cost for all Fuels
2.  Local Share of Annualized Cost for all Fuels
3.  Incremental Cash Flow for an Alternative Fuel

4.  Annualized Cost Breakdown for 
all Fuels

5.  Fuel Costs for all Fuels

Charts

Worksheets

Comparisons for All Fuels
– Capital
– Operating (per mile and annual)
– Total costs (per mile and annualized)
– Local share (per mile and annualized)
– Low, Median, and High Cost worksheets
– Emission reductions for NOx, and PM

Cash Flow for Diesel and Alternative Fuel
– Year by year comparison of diesel and 

an alternative fuel
– Provides comparison for:

- bus costs
- facility costs
- maintenance costs
- fueling costs
- total operating costs
- total costs
- local share of costs
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Transit Costs 1.0 Result Worksheets: Median Cost Comparison for all fuels

Worksheet provides breakdown and total capital and operating expenses, 
including local share 

Per mile costs are provided because 
many transit operators prefer using
them over annual costs 
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Transit Costs 1.0 Result Worksheets: Median Cost Comparison for all fuels

Worksheet also provides fleet emission reduction estimates for NOx and PM 
from a current diesel fleet baseline. 

If the user is considering alternative fuel procurement several years away, 
future expected emissions for the diesel baseline and alternative fuels may be 
entered into the worksheet instead of current values.
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Transit Costs 1.0 Result Worksheets: Cash Flow

Worksheet provides a year-by-year analysis of cash outlay over 12 years (life of 
buses) for diesel and the alternative fuel chosen in the General Inputs Module

Remember back to inputs:  
-Transit agency purchasing 10 buses
-Acquisition in 2004 and 2005.  
-Facility costs are minimal due to
existing CNG fleet

Note that facility costs occur in 
first year of purchase

Cash-flow only indicates actual 
cash outlays during the year.
An annualized result would
indicate bus costs in out years
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Transit Costs 1.0 Result Chart: Annualized Cost Comparison

Annual operating costs and annualized vehicle and facility costs are summed to 
show a total annualized cost for each fuel option.  A second chart shows the local 
share of these costs (same proportions as the total annualized cost)
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Transit Costs 1.0 Result Chart: Annualized Cost Comparison Breakdown

Annual operating costs and annualized vehicle and facility costs are summed to 
show a total annualized cost for each fuel option
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Transit Costs 1.0 Result Chart: Fuel Cost Comparison

Fuel costs per energy unit (million Btu) are compared for different fuels.
This chart compares fuels directly without including vehicle fuel efficiency.
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Transit Costs 1.0 Result Chart: Incremental Cash Flow

The cash flow charts (total and local share) indicate the incremental increase or 
decrease in costs for the alternative fuel fleet compared with a diesel fleet.  In this 
example, 10 CNG buses are purchased over two years.  
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Transit Costs 1.0: Conclusions

• This tool can be used by Clean Cities Coordinators to better understand the 
cost differences between various fuel and technology choices faced by transit 
agencies

• Fuel options have been updated to reflect current trends and interests in 
alternative fuels for transit fleets, but the tool is left open for users to enter in 
their own data

• The entire tool can be customized for region- and agency-specific parameters

• The current baseline is today’s diesel buses, but the tool can be customized 
to account for “clean-diesel” technologies 

For assistance using the Transit Cost 1.0 tool, please contact:
– Jon Leonard, 949-833-7131 (leonard.jon@tiaxllc.com)
– Robb Barnitt, 949-833-7130 (barnitt.robb@tiaxllc.com)
– Erin Kassoy, 408-517-1566 (kassoy.erin@tiaxllc.com)


